PICTURE BOOK CONT.

Pool by Jihyeon Lee - P LEE
Two shy children meet at a noisy pool and dive beneath the crowd into a magical undersea land, where they explore a fantastical landscape and meet various creatures.

Small In The City by Sydney Smith - P SMI
A little boy offers advice to his cat, which is lost in the city, from taking shortcuts through safe alleys to finding a friend in the park.

Fly! By Mark Teague - P TEA
Mama bird wants Baby bird to learn to fly so he can migrate with the rest of the flock, but Baby bird would rather go by hot air balloon or car, instead.

Sidewalk Flowers by JonArbo Lawson - P LAW
A little girl collects wildflowers while walking through town with her father.

Inside Outside by Lizzi Boyd - P BOY
There are things to do indoors and outside. But the inside goes outside and the reverse with cutouts on pages in this attractive wordless book. Simple lines and flat colors are appealing on brown paper, and encourage careful — and multiple — examinations.
If the book’s spine label begins with the letter(s)

P: picture book, 3rd floor  
SEL P: social emotional learning, 3rd floor  

Mr. Wuffles! By David Wiesner - P WIE  
Mr. Wuffles ignores all his cat toys but one, which turns out to be a spaceship piloted by small green aliens. When Mr. Wuffles plays rough with the little ship, the aliens must venture into the cat’s territory to make emergency repairs.

A Ball For Daisy by Christopher Raschka - P RAS  
A wordless picture book showing the fun a dog has with her ball, and what happens when it is lost.

Flotsam by David Wiesner - P WIE  
When a young boy discovers a camera on the beach and develops the film, he finds with his microscope many layers of pictures within the photographs. The story of what happens when a camera becomes a piece of flotsam.

Time Flies by Eric Rohmann - P ROH  
A wordless tale in which a bird flying around the dinosaur exhibit in a museum has an unsettling experience when it finds itself back in the time of living dinosaurs.

Flora And The Peacocks by Molly Idle - P IDL  
In this wordless book with interactive flaps, a little girl named Flora forms a friendship with two peacocks as the three learn to dance together.

Unspoken: A Story From The Underground Railroad by Henry Cole - P COL  
In this wordless picture book, a young Southern farm girl discovers a runaway slave hiding behind the corn crib in the barn and decides to help him.

A Ball For Daisy by Christopher Raschka - P RAS  
A wordless picture book showing the fun a dog has with her ball, and what happens when it is lost.

Flashlight by Lizi Boyd - P BOY  
In this story without words, a boy explores the woods after dark with a flashlight.

I Walk with Vanessa by Kerascoèet - SEL P KER  
An elementary school girl witnesses the bullying of another girl, but she is not sure how to help.

The Snowman by Raymond Briggs - P BRI  
When his snowman comes to life, a little boy invites him home and in return is taken on a flight high above the countryside.